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Highlights
This paper shows how to speed the
development of an HMI projectwhile at
the same time ensuring maximum
customization, especially during
installation and final commissioning.

By adopting the OPC UA standard and
using a completely innovative
programming approach, HMI projects
infuse any object or functionwith a high
degree of dynamism. This allows them to
fully meet all the requirements of Industry
4.0.
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Introduction

A new approach

HMI application programming platforms must keep up
with the times
Using traditional solutions, the design of an HMI application first and later installation and
fine tuning often lead to longer-than-necessary design times, with resulting high costs.

The typical flow often calls for a series of iterations between the application designer, the
tester and the final user until installation is finalized. This process is closed with the final
inspection approval of the buyer.

The designer's flexibility during this phase depends on the design tools available. They
must provide the designer full support as changes to all of the HMI functions are applied
based on the requirements received during commissioning and inspection.

Reconciling standardization and customization
Machine manufacturers tend to standardize their machinery range, consequently the
software applications for the automation is standardized, too. However, the end customer's
needs and expectations of flexibility are always wide-ranging. This makes it not reasonable
to not customize applications. This scenario implies significant effort and requires adequate
programming tools.

Why UNIQO HMI is innovative
UNIQO HMI offers innovative functions and mechanisms compared to other programming
tools available:

l OPC UA: industry standard for structured communication and organization of
information, used to present data and functional features of HMI projects to allow
changes even when the machinery is operating

l Retention: selection of project areas (graphical and functional) that, if modified at
runtime, are saved and represent a new version of the same project

l Layering: changes to the project are saved on different levels that have no impact on
the initial project

l Script: expansion and customization of all types of HMI functions, including the ability
to automate repetitive sequences during the programming stage of HMI applications
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Runtime changes to HMI
applications with OPC UA

OPC UA

What it is
OPC UA is the machine to machine communication standard for Industry 4.0.

It has been created to allow the exchange of information in industry, between multi-
platform and multi-vendor machines and devices, securely and with no need to develop
costly dedicated integration systems.

Today, according to OPC Foundation estimates, on a global level, the savings obtained
from adopting this standard have been calculated to be on the order of several billion
dollars.

Object-oriented data models
OPC UA is not just a communications protocol. It also defines how to organize information
in a structured manner. The OPC UA information model, or the data structure and relative
semantics, is object-oriented to optimize the description of the data available on each
machine. In the representation proposed of the OPC UA standard, machines can be divided
into subsystems, down to the individual components. This is all organized as a node graph,
representing the objects, interconnected by links that explain the various system functions.

Objects carry variables, methods and events, which allow interoperation between
applications based on the same standard

Modifying an HMI project at runtime

Machines that present data using the OPC UA standard
In its client-server architecture, OPC UA allows each server (typically the machine that has
data to share) to present its data in a structured manner to benefit the other entities that
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must read it. These entities receive directly from the OPC UA server the specific
information on how the machine database is organized and therefore how the data must be
interpreted.

HMI systems that present the project and its functions
With UNIQO HMI, the machine HMI system can present not only any modeled or normalized
structured data, but also the HMI project functions, including the appearance of graphics
(object properties) and functional aspects (recipes, data loggers, alarms, users, etc.).

Thus, any object included in the HMI application can be modified by any OPC UA client that
has the necessary privileges, without requiring the UNIQO IDE programming software.
Thanks to the UNIQO HMI architecture and the immediate implementation of integrations
made using the OPC UA protocol, changes to the HMI application do not require file
transfers or costly machine downtimes. In fact, HMI applications can be modified while all
systems are operating.

The project presentation offers further advantages. For example, a factory supervisor (OPC
UA client) can request all the line HMI systems (OPC UA servers) for data on the status of
the various machines. Among the data the supervisor can request is data regarding any
local graphical resources/pages for the line HMIs.

Designers can work without down
time

Frommass produced to custommachinery
In today's industry, HMI projects for mass produced machines are usually taken and
adopted as needed for various customer orders. In this scenario, the engineering office
designs an HMI application for mass produced machines but must spend significant
amounts of time customizing it to meet the specific needs that the customer or installer
identify. This approach requires continuous interaction between the engineering office and
the installer. This working method is often caused by the technical limits of the
programming tools available, which lengthen design times as well as diluting the added
value that the engineering office could offer performing other tasks.
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Modify an HMI application in the field
The ideal situation would be to be able to shift the customization of an HMI application to
the installation and tuning step. In this case, the skills needed would be minimal and would
target changing specific areas of the HMI application.

Thanks to complete implementation of OPC UA, UNIQO HMI users can intervene on HMI
applications in the steps that come after the design, even during system operation. This
allows the HMI application to be adapted by the installer, shortening the times required in
comparison to a process that requires continuous interaction with the manufacturer.
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Effortlessly adapt an HMI
application

The need for flexible HMI
applications

Easily adapt an HMI application to each machine
Thanks to UNIQO HMI'smodular approach, design can be organized starting from the
decomposition of the system into functional modules that are representative of all the
parts that make up the machine. Once the functional modules are identified, the
corresponding modules for the HMI project are created. Through a suitable combination of
modules, the HMI application is finalized; this step can also be performed when the
machine is being commissioned.

The HMI application must evolve with themachine
During each life step of an HMI application, we want to modify each part easily and quickly.
We always want to meet user requirements and apply any changes made in the mean time
to the machine to respond to process needs or innovation compared to the when the
product was made.

Yet technological limits and security problems are a substantial obstacle. Frequently, the
end user's need for ergonomics and usability are left out, as are frequent small changes that
should be necessary due to machine updates that require significant amounts of time.

Delegate fine-tuning to bemore reactive
UNIQO HMI allows employees outside the engineering office to be delegated to modify
some specific aspects of the HMI application, and to do this without the risk of spoiling the
standard design, can be an important advantage. This makes it possible to accelerate the
implementation of changes, keeping the standard project management centralized, and
quickly responding to needs as they arise.

Maintain derivative projects

Maintaining derivative HMI projects does not need to
be so hard
Delegating changes to an HMI project to personnel other than designers and whomay not
be experts in the use of programming tools makes companies adopt inefficient, dispersive
processes and makes them multiply the number of projects destined for similar
applications. This makes centralized management impossible and control over custom
projects is lost.
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Retention and layering: deriving versions from a project
without spoiling the standard project
In UNIQO HMI, it is possible to define in which areas of a project the modification must be
saved when the machine is restarted (retention). UNIQO HMI saves all of the changes made
to these areas to memory on a number of levels (layers). The layers can be removed or
recalled at any time, without touching the initial project. Thus, changes are always traced
and reversible.

Therefore, customization of a project, which is more efficient during installation and fine
tuning, can be delegated without worry and the initial project is always secure and can be
maintained across all its applications. The project can be customized extremely quickly and
can grow and be structured along with the machine.

Customized HMI applications

Maximum security
In UNIQO HMI, all local users can work directly on the HMI application and remote users can
work using OPC UA protocol.

UNIQO HMI provides the tools that ensure maximum granular access control. Specifically,
UNIQO HMI allows associating reading and writing privileges for individual users, groups of
users, or users identified with a certain role.For example, all maintenance personnel could
have exclusive visibility to a series of objects that contain information of interest to them.

An HMI application for each user
An HMI application cannot fail in its main purpose: to be an ergonomic accessible interface
for the users. Traditionally, the poor flexibility of available technology has not allowed
"custom" interfaces to be created for each user due to the programming costs that this
would require.

UNIQO HMI makes it possible for the final user to be allotted the privileges to modify
specific elements in the HMI application. This allows pages to be customized as needed.
For example, the most commonly used elements can be moved to obtain a more
ergonomic interface, or dashboards can be created that collect the most important
information for monitoring the machine status.
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Automate and expand
functions in the development
stage

How to save precious time

Howmuch time is lost performing repetitive
operations?
The need to create standard HMI applications, on one hand easy to maintain and on the
other hand cohesive in terms of the end user, often leads to having projects with many
repetitive elements, both in terms of structure and in format and layout.

The time needed to perform repetitive operations is a factor that weighs heavily on the
development costs for HMI projects, is not negligible, and has a low added-value. That is
why choosing a tool that allows operations to be automated, from the simplest to the most
complex, can significantly reduce development costs, as well as minimize errors.

Design script: automating
programming operations

With an open tool, the only limit is your creativity
UNIQO HMI has an open architecture and fully embodies the spirit of open automation.
Using C# script, the mechanical operations can be reproduced to the forecast design time
for the UNIQO IDE programming environment, which is usually performed manually.

For example, a script that inserts specific graphical and textual elements can be
programmed (for example a button with a specific label) and it can be executed on the
programming interface each time it is needed. Or, a script can be programmed and
executed to automatically generate pages containing data stored within an external design
file (for example, list of parameters to be set).
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TRY

UNIQO HMI
NOW!

Download a free demo of UNIQO HMI.
You can build your HMI application and see

howUNIQOHM is able to satisfy
your design needs.
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